AUDIO INTERCONNECT CABLES

HIGH PERFORMANCE RCA CABLES

CODE:
MS-RCA3
MS-RCA6
MS-RCA12
MS-RCA25
MS-FRCA6
MS-FRCA12
MS-FRCA25
MS-RCAYM
MS-RCAYF

K E Y FE ATURES
SUPERIOR NOISE REJECTION

PRODUCT APPLICATION

Forget about fuzzy connections and enjoy crisp, clear audio with
minimal noise when using the high performing audio interconnect
cables on board.

Use an audio interconnect cable to connect your Fusion stereo with
an amplifier, for louder, clearer audio on board.

The directional, shielded twisted pair cable provides superior noise
rejection, resulting in a cleaner, clearer, enhanced audio signal.

GOLD-PLATED CONNECTORS
There is no need to worry about how your cables will fare in the
marine environment. Designed to prevent corrosion, the gold-plated
connectors will last season after season.

COLOR-CODED CONNECTORS
Avoid unnecessary installation issues with easily identifiable colored
bands on the left and right connectors. Identify Zones 1 and 2 simply
by the color of the cable.

FUSION PRODUCT INFO
CODE

GARMIN PN

EAN-13 BARCODE

MS-RCA3

010-12613-00

0753759177669

MS-RCA6

010-12614-00

0753759177676

MS-RCA12

010-12615-00

0753759177683

MS-RCA25

010-12616-00

0753759177690

MS-FRCA6

010-12618-00

0753759177713

MS-FRCA12

010-12619-00

0753759177720

MS-FRCA25

010-12620-00

0753759177737

MS-RCAYM

010-12621-00

0753759177744

MS-RCAYF

010-12622-00

0753759177751

Note: when installing you must follow the directional marking on the cable.

MULTIPLE OPTIONS AVAILABLE TO SUIT YOUR
INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS
With multiple cable lengths and types available, you can find one to
suit the needs of your system.
These audio interconnect cables are available in 3’ (0.91m) , 6’ (1.83m),
12’ (3.65m) and 25’ (7.62m) lengths, in either 2 channel (MS-RCA) or 4
channel (MS-FRCA) configurations.
Y-Splitter cables are also available in either a female to dual male
model (MS-RCAYM) or a male to dual female model (MS-RCAYF).

SPECIFI C ATI ONS
Type

Audio interconnect cables

Length

from 3’ to 25’ (model dependent)

Connector

Gold-plated RCA

Cable Construction

Directional shielded twisted pair

GIFT BOX DIMENSIONS
(W) 83mm [3-1/4”] | (H) 103mm [4-1/16”]
(MS-RCA3, MS-RCA6, MS-RCAYM, MS-RCAYF)
(W) 114mm [4-1/2”] | (H) 115mm [4-1/2”]
(MS-RCA12, MS-RCA25, MS-FRCA3, MS-FRCA6, MS-FRCA12)
(W) 135mm [5-5/16”] | (H) 150mm [5-15/16”]
(MS-FRCA25)

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT FUSIONENTERTAINMENT.COM

